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Papers written about fortified towns in early modern times – the 16th to the 18th century – of-

ten dealt with the military use of these towns or town-planning aspects. Both are important 

and exciting fields as for example research by Kersten Krüger on the northern German towns 

of Oldenburg and Ratzeburg has shown. However, the question what it meant for the inhabi-

tants to live in a fortified town was rarely asked. As nearly all fortified towns in early modern 

times were also garrison-towns, the town’s population lived closely with soldiers – the close-

ness was intensified by the fact that many soldiers had their wives and children with them. My 

paper wants to examine this connection through the examples of the northern German cities 

Stralsund and Stade which were under the rule of the European great power Sweden for 

longer periods of time in the 17th and 18th centuries. 

 

*** 

 

Stralsund was a territorial town inside the province of Swedish-Pommerania since the end of 

the Thirty Years’ War, that was at the same time developed into a strong fortress by the sov-

ereign. Since the last quarter of the 17th century, there was also periodically an infantry regi-

ment stationed inside the fortifications which lead to Stralsund’s additional function as garri-

son-town. Economically, trade with towns situated further away dominated, mainly the export 

of grains and grain products over the Baltic Sea. The town of Stade, situated at the lower part 

of the river Elbe had long lost its former importance as a distant trade town. When it was also 

brought under Swedish rule in 1645, the Swedish Crown declared the old Hanse-town capital 

and place of administration for its newly acquired province of Bremen-Verden. In the further 

course of the 17th century, the town was developed into the most important fortress of the ter-

ritory and quartered with a strong garrison. In contrast to this, the town was of only subordi-

nate economical importance. The garrison included, both towns were of considerable size for 

the time – in Stade around 1700 lived approximately 6,000 to 7,000 men, women and chil-

dren, in Stralsund lived at the same time supposedly a little more than 10,000 people. 
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The political, economical and social development of both towns was to a high degree deter-

mined by the politics of the Swedish crown. This applies especially to the time of the Great 

Nordic War that began in 1700. The war’s turning-point (and end) was for both towns the 

Swedish garrison’s surrender (in Stade 1712, in Stralsund 1715). Sweden subsequently con-

tinued its war against Russia, Denmark and the Electorate of Saxony in other places but it had 

practically ended in Bremen-Verden and Swedish-Pommerania. The time period from 1700 to 

1715 is for the question of this paper especially informative and will essentially be the time 

frame of the following exposition. 

 

*** 

 

The fortress character of both towns presented their inhabitants undoubtedly with a number of 

restrictions and disadvantages. First of all there is to mention that the development of a for-

tress needed much space. Extensive expropriations of land took place in particular at the bor-

ders of the towns and in the direct fore fields of the existing defence constructions while 

houses and utilisation buildings were torn down. Gardens and pasture-land which townspeo-

ple had owned to cultivate fruit and vegetables to a small extent or to raise small cattle were 

also expropriated. 

 

What this meant for an affected family in the face of the Swedish government’s notorious lack 

of money is shown in the example of Gesche Warnke, townswoman of Stade. She was a cop-

persmith’s widow and had to take care of her seven children. Her husband had built four small 

dwelling-houses at the Schiffergate to take in rent and earn money for his family. The devel-

opment of the fortifications in this area made it necessary to tear down the houses. Gesche 

Warnke fought for compensation for many years before she died in 1710 at the age of nearly 

80. At this time she was impoverished and pressed hard by creditors. Overall, the Swedish 

government owed nearly the complete sum of 13.000 Reichsthaler that a special commission 

had estimated in losses. The loss of municipal property was on the other hand at least partially 

compensated. The development of fortifications demanded at all times large amounts of 

money which in Stade and Stralsund had to be paid partly through taxes by the inhabitants. 

 

Active participation in the defence of their town was in the early 18th century only necessary 

for the townspeople of Stade, as well as Stralsund in emergency situations. Stade alarmed its 

100 people strong militia in 1700 because of the threat of war. The militia had to take up their 
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posts at the four gates of the town and on each of the fortifications. When the town was bom-

barded by the Danes in 1712, a higher officer, five sergeants and 55 men of the militia which 

had been alarmed again, took to their heels. They were in good company of the numerous 

Swedish garrison deserters to the besiegers. In Stralsund in 1715 the council ordered 64 in-

habitants to form militia units. In spite of obstinate resistance in the beginning, 20 journeymen 

and servants had the questionable pleasure of participating as militiamen in the defence of the 

occupied fortress. Unfortunately, nothing is known about their further fate. 

 

The consequences of occupation and bombardment by enemy armies were especially grave 

for the inhabitants of the fortresses Stralsund and Stade. Even before the first siege of Stral-

sund in August of 1711, all inhabitants of the three suburbs Knieperdamm, Tribseer Damm 

and Frankendamm had become homeless. Tearing down houses and barns as well as devastat-

ing fruit-growing areas and fields caused damage that was later calculated to 22.000 

Reichsthaler. On top of this, different houses at the border of the inner-city fortifications were 

torn down for security reasons by the Swedish defenders. Four years later the situation be-

came really serious for the townspeople – they had to give up first their garden land, in order 

for new fortifications to be built in front of the town’s gates. Then many of them had to work 

extremely hard, together with farmers and soldiers, in the development of these fortifications. 

Nevertheless, in mid-July of 1715, the town was completely enclosed by Saxonians, Russians 

and Danes. The mood kept on sinking, especially since the Swedish king Karl XII. who him-

self lead Stralsund’s defence, rarely took the townspeople’s needs into consideration. As he 

apparently expected a bombardment, Karl had all houses at the wall and powder towers torn 

down, mainly to prevent conflagration. The council followed the king’s orders only after 

much hesitation. For example, the pavement was not opened up in all streets as demanded by 

the king but only in those he used to ride through on a regular basis. Even after four months of 

siege there was no serious lack of food in the surrounded fortress as supplies could still come 

via the sea. On the other hand, there was soon a shortage of firewood and the military started 

to tear down houses inside the town as well. Good wood was used in the development of forti-

fications; bad wood was used as firewood. Bombardment finally began on 2 December. The 

First Mayor asked Karl XII. on his knees to surrender without fighting but he asked in vain. 

Several fires started, mostly in the southern part of town; yet the resistance of the defenders 

was strong, especially since their king was present. Only one week before Christmas, food 

supplies were nearly exhausted because no transport had reached the town for 14 days. Karl 

XII. realised the hopelessness of the situation and gave General Lieutenant von Dücker per-
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mission to surrender. The king left the town at the sound in the night of 21 December 1715 on 

board of a small yacht. Compared to the Brandenburg bombardment in 1678 damage to the 

town was not that grave, yet many townspeople had to completely rebuild their livelihood.  

 

Stade had had a similar fate already in the summer of 1712, when the Danish army began its 

deployment around the town. While most of the Swedish provincial government had retreated 

to Bremen on 21 July, Swedish troops had already torn and burned down houses and farms in 

the surrounding area. Affected most of all was the village Campe with 75 buildings. Through 

the opening of channels two thirds of the land in front of the town’s gates was flooded – hop-

ing to stop or at least slow down the enemy. The bombardment of Stade lasted from 29 Au-

gust until 7 September. During this time the inhabitants of Stade revolted and demanded – at 

first in vain – that the town was to be surrendered without fighting. The surrender took place 

on 7 September. The town council determined that 83 houses and 13 booths were destroyed 

completely, another 85 houses and four booths stayed uninhabitable.  

 

The two towns’ most severe population losses during the Great Nordic War were not caused 

by direct war action but by the outbreak of the “plague”. In Stralsund in 1710 and 1711 the 

epidemic cost presumably several thousand lives. In Stade supposedly 650 people or 20% of 

the civilian population died. The question here is if there was a direct connection with the 

fortress character of the towns. It is likely though that it was soldiers who in both cases im-

ported the viruses. 

 

Let us move to another area, urban economy. Stralsund’s isolation for over four years, from 

1711 to 1715, had considerable economical consequences. Due to a hostile blockade Stral-

sund’s maritime trade came to an almost complete stop, which led to severe financial losses 

for a large part of the population that depended directly or indirectly on it and severely wors-

ened the situation for the poor. Although the siege of Stade in 1712 only lasted for a few 

weeks, the economical consequences were considerable for the population, as the town was 

shut off for several weeks after the outbreak of the epidemic. During this time all trade traffic 

came to a halt.  

 

Quarrels between craftsmen and soldiers were common in Stade and in Stralsund, as well as 

in all early modern garrison-towns that have so far been examined more closely. While 

mainly the guilds – in northern Germany called Ämter – obstinately represented their mem-
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bers’ interests and fought non-members working in their trade, the bad salary and the neces-

sity to take care of wives and possibly children made it inevitable for many soldiers to find 

additional work. For many of them it was an advantage that they had learned a trade before 

becoming soldiers. The largest group among soldiers was usually the clothing and textile 

trade – shoemakers, clothmakers and also tailors. In 1707 the Stade guild tailors complained 

to the Swedish government about around 80 people who were interfering with their support 

by making clothing in their homes. Ten of these Bönhasen, as they were called, would employ 

more journeymen than all 14 guild masters (Amtsmeister) in Stade combined. Another prob-

lem was caused by the soldiers who came from out of town to work on the fortifications. 

Some of them would not do the work they had been hired for but only work on their own ac-

count, the guild tailors complained. As the soldiers who belonged to the garrison troops were 

in principle allowed to work, though without a workshop, for Swedish officers and non-

townspeople, it was difficult for the townspeople of Stade to prove and have violations prose-

cuted. Complaints also came regularly from the council musicians of Stade who complained 

that the garrison’s musicians disputed their right to play at weddings. 

 

Similar examples could be brought in large numbers from Stralsund. As strongest counter-

measure the guilds could request so called “Bönhasenhunts”, in which action was taken 

against craftsmen who did not belong to a guild. Violent disputes were common: In April of 

1702, the tailor master Michel Höfener was shot by a Swedish soldier after he had tried in 

vain with other guild tailors from Stralsund, as well as with a servant of the council and a ser-

geant, to gain access to the house of the “Bönhase”. Apart from illegal occupational activities 

there were legal work opportunities for many soldiers of the Stralsund and Stade garrisons in 

the building trade where they could be employed as unskilled workers or handy men. 

 

Everyday life presented the people living in Stralsund and Stade not only with the usual ar-

guments and quarrels, but also with a kind of social conflict that emerged, in its problematic 

nature, only in closely developed fortified and garrison-towns that had (yet) no barracks: We 

are talking about the omnipresent disputes between townspeople and the soldiers billeted in 

their homes. For this, one has to have a look at the conditions in Stade: Already in a purely 

numerical description the dimension of the burden of billeting becomes evident: In May of 

1700 the around 500 households that were obligated to take in soldiers had to provide housing 

for 3.300 people. In other years the garrison was staffed with even more people. It has to be 

taken into consideration that the soldiers often had their wives and children with them. As the 
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Swedish employees and the members of the Council in Stade were exempt from the billeting 

obligation, the burden was shared solely by the bourgeois households. Aside from housing 

and storage space, soldiers and their dependants were also to be given firing and light. Quar-

ters were allotted by a so-called billetier who was appointed and paid by the Council. This 

assignment was not a pleasure as the resignation by Hieronymus Eck, dated 2 December 1710, 

shows. Eck declared he did not want to stay employed as a billetier, as he had almost lost his 

health and also nearly his creditworthiness due to the many offences he had to deal with. 

 

Already during the Swedish time, but more so during Danish rule from 1713 on, investiga-

tions on grievances concerning the billeting were carried out. The following main complaints 

about the soldiers who were billeted in their homes can be deducted from the investigation 

protocols: rough and sometimes violent behaviour towards the townspeople and their furni-

ture, unreasonable demands of light, firing and other obligations, permanent and continuous 

cooking and laundry by the soldiers’ wives, causing of fire hazards, theft and uncleanliness. In 

1714, the turner Hans Ahlers, who lived in the Neuen Straße (New Street) complained about 

the uncleanliness of the soldier who lived in the upper part of his home. As the soldier peri-

odically emptied his chamber-pot on the floor, right above where Ahlers was sleeping, the 

contents of the pot had repeatedly run into his bed. Although he had admonished the soldier 

several times, he had not been able to bring him to his senses. The potter Claus Schacht’s wife 

reported that she had a soldier from the company of Major Wartenberg billeted in her home. 

The man had first beaten her son and then her on the head with a wooden tankard full of beer 

until she fell to the ground. The protocol also reports the following: “her ill husband who had 

just left the bed had heard the tumult above him in the garret, had come in and was beaten 

severely and tormented by the aforementioned soldier.” Her complaints to the responsible 

officer at the Danish garrison were unsuccessful. On the other hand it cannot be ignored that 

the soldiers had to suffer equally under the restricted circumstances. A description from 1697 

of the spaces members of the artillery had to live in shows that those were often booths, small 

and dark rooms or attics.  

 

*** 

 

Considering the numerous negative effects the fortress character obviously had for the inhabi-

tants, it cannot be ignored that many of them arose first when both towns got into the focus of 

the Great Nordic War. For a balanced picture other important aspects must not be overlooked. 
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The garrisons’ members were important consumers for both towns and spent a large portion 

of their pay in Stade and Stralsund respectively. Both towns had notably many innkeepers and 

distillery masters – a visit in a pub was part of most soldiers’ daily routine. Not only did many 

disputes and undisciplined behaviour start in the pubs, the simple soldiers also spent a lot of 

money on alcoholic beverages there. Officers and also higher administration officials on the 

other hand stimulated the demand for consumer and luxury goods. 

 

Numerous townspeople also profited largely from contracts from the military. The fortifica-

tions had to be maintained and developed at all times. Tradesmen of the metal, building and 

wood trades were in high demand, as well as carriers who transported building materials, and 

of course handy men and day-labourers. There were also larger new buildings for military 

use. In Stade, aside from the arsenal, a large provisions store was build. With the beginning of 

the Great Nordic War in 1700 armament expenses rose rapidly. In the dukedoms of Bremen 

and Verden the Swedish deployed numerous new infantry and cavalry regiments. The major-

ity of the regiments were mostly at the theatre of war in the east, but the soldiers normally 

received their equipment and clothing in the dukedoms. As an example: between April and 

June of 1771 the battalion Vellingk, with about 520 men which was standing in Stade, was 

equipped for the planned transfer to Poland. Apart from the clothing for 27 carrier labourers, 

tradesmen in Stade delivered pliers, knapsacks, field kettles, tin bottles, hatchets, rope, whips, 

saddles, covered wagons, shotgun cases and much more. The total of the contract was worth 

more than 3.000 Reichsthaler, of which more than 50% was paid to citizens of Stade. In an-

other case it cost close to 20.000 Reichsthaler to fit a dragoon regiment of 1.000 men. The 

merchant Johann Jarcke of Stade delivered sheets and fabric, while buttons and silver acces-

sories came from Hamburg. Andreas von Dadelsen, a tanner master of Stade got a contract for 

1.000 dragoon trousers made from leather, as well as underwear with buttons, cords and 

trimming. Apart from this he had to rework 1.000 pairs of gloves. The military also hired two 

shoemaker masters from Stade and local tailors. The consequence is obvious: the tradesmen 

urgently needed journeymen to complete the orders on time. Through this the labour market 

was stimulated at least for some time. Equipment and aid for the artillery moving out into the 

field was also ordered. In 1700 it cost more than 5.000 Reichstaler to have transportable war 

bridges and artillery wagons made. 95% of these were also ordered from merchants and 

tradesmen in Stade. 
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After a closer look at the bills that were handed down it quickly becomes obvious that it was 

often the same merchants and tradesmen who received the contracts. It was even possible to 

prove that there were very close connections between them and their clients. Especially rela-

tions of godparenthood are to mention. While it was usually relatives, neighbours or col-

leagues who became godparents it happened remarkably often that tradesmen who had busi-

ness relations with the military chose non-bourgeois godparents for at least one child. 

Heinrich Hönerlah, a blacksmith living in Stade who worked periodically for the fortification 

and the artillery, could convince the two fortification officers Drummond and Grünenberg, as 

well as the fortification clerk Reese, to become godfathers at his son Johann Jochim’s chris-

tening on 21 April 1701. The locksmith Matheis Schölermann also had close connections with 

his leading clients at the fortification through Grünenberg and Reese who were godparents in 

his family. This shows clearly that not all townspeople were able to profit from the Swedish 

Crown’s orders – it was important to have the right contacts and connections. 

 

The situation in Stralsund was similar to that in Stade. Here it was additionally the grain mer-

chants who were able to do a lot of business with the army which they delivered grain to. The 

ship carpenters also profited from the rising war economy and from contracts to repair the 

Swedish fleet. Boatmen from Stralsund were also used to transport men, materials and rations 

across the Baltic Sea. This could be a lucrative business, but it also involved considerable 

risks as the following example shows. In the spring of 1704 a convoy of eight merchant ships 

from Stralsund came into the hands of the enemy while supplying the Swedish fortress Narva. 

The crews – 39 sailors, helmsmen and their captains – were taken prisoner by Russia. Many 

came free only after years while two helmsmen lost their lives during the taking of Narva by 

Russian troops. Altogether the inhabitants of Stralsund profited to a larger degree from the far 

away war until 1710 than the population of Stade due to the better economical structure. Even 

during the confinement of the town, lucrative business was possible as the bakers of Stralsund 

proved, who negotiated in their own favour contracts for baking bread for the military be-

tween 1711 and 1715. Between September of 1711 and the end of May 1712 alone they used 

435 Last (that is about ten to twelve full shiploads) of rye and barley to bake bread for the 

Swedish soldiers. 

 

*** 
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The consequences of the war were definitely different for every single town inhabitant. One 

also has to differentiate between the different phases of the war – a war in the distance could 

very well contribute to an upturn in economy. But the inhabitants of Stade and Stralsund had 

to experience painfully that fortified towns often attracted enemy armies. The sieges and 

bombardments almost always left severe damages, also because in the early 18th century only 

few fortresses could still resist permanently the artillery which became more and more power-

ful. Stralsund and Stade are two good examples for this. 

 

The losers of the war were large parts of the less wealthy population for whom it was difficult 

to earn the bare essentials of their living even in normal years. Other groups were poor people 

in need, as possibilities for support by charitable foundations and corporations were not there 

anymore after those had had large losses through missing lease income. Deeply affected were 

all inhabitants of the suburbs whose houses, stables and gardens were levelled periodically for 

military reasons when enemy troops approached. 

 

On the other hand there were some professions that would even in times of war obtain profit. 

Among those were mainly grain traders, bakers, tailors, and carters with good contacts to the 

military administration, but also innkeepers and distillery masters who profited from the in-

creased consume of the garrison which had been reinforced during the war. Consequences of 

the war lead in both fortified towns to increased social mobility; the existing differences be-

tween poor and rich deepened. Altogether it has to be noted that at least in Stralsund the eco-

nomic situation of most townspeople collapsed first after the theatre of war had moved in 

front of the town gates.  

 

The question if the introduction of standing armies and permanent garrisons in the 17th cen-

tury lead more likely to a militarisation of the town or to an urbanisation of the military can 

hardly be answered in a meaningful way by looking at the examples of Stralsund and Stade at 

the beginning of the 18th century. The course of the war had between 1700 and 1715 too much 

determining influence. The necessities of the war, that were decisively determined by the 

military decision-makers, showed the urban daily life as much more militarised as during the 

preceding and most of all as during the following phases of long peace. But the simple equa-

tion, war equals militarisation of the town, and peace equals urbanisation of the military could 

not be made as the system of the standing army could only work if the soldiers had long peri-

ods of holidays. However, these holidays were used by many to (temporarily) return to their 
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often rural homes in order to earn necessary extra income as day-labourers or unskilled work-

ers. In addition, there was the different every day life during the campaigns. All in all the sol-

dier of the early 18th century was at home in many worlds. 
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